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EDITORIAL
Finally, students of grade X, XI and XII were back to school! This quarter kept everyone
on their toes as there was a lot to do offline after a long break.
The Annual Prize giving event for the sessions 2019-2020 and 2020-2021 re-ignited
the spirits of all the students to work harder in academic and co-curricular activities
reminding them that hard work never goes unrewarded. NSS and NCC students
actively participated in the Tree Plantation drive. Also, the much awaited Farewell
Party for the 2020 batch was held and everybody enjoyed the event immensely.
As a part of the IAYP, students prepared and recorded street plays to be shown to the
villagers. And last but not the least, the ICSE and ISC results 2020-21 made the
institution proud again as the students scored extremely well.
Amidst all this, all of us have been gearing up for the semester 1 exams.
-Joy Jasmine Kaur (XII VD)

ANNUAL ACADEMIC AWARDS CEREMONY
The year that was 2020 will never be
forgotten. The COVID-19 pandemic touched
our lives in some way or the other. The
British Co- Ed High school quickly
accommodated work from home which
eventually became a part of our daily routine.
We had to get accustomed to this new form
of education. Unfortunately, last year, it was
not possible to conduct the annual prize
giving ceremony. However, it was conducted
this year for the academic session 2019-20
and 2020-21 on 2nd of August, 2021 and 7th of
August, 2021 respectively. The top three
position holders for each class were awarded
by Rosa ma'am and special awards were
given too. For the session 2020-21, winners
of co-curricular activities like Inter-house
debates and recitations were appreciated and
honoured with exciting books. All the COVID19 safety protocols were duly followed.
- Riya Dhiman (XI KCB)

INTER-HOUSE ENGLISH MIDDLE SCHOOL DEBATE
“It is better to debate a question without settling it than to settle a question without
debating it” - Joseph Joubert.
Public Speaking is one of the best academic
platforms that gives the young learners a creative
opportunity to express what they feel. An Online
Inter-House Middle School Debate Competition
was organized in our school on 24th July, 2021, in
which participants from all the three houses got a
golden opportunity to showcase their debating
skills. The children spoke on the topic – “Social
media has taken over our leisure time”.
The participants impressed everyone with
their skills. They undoubtedly convinced the
audience of their views. The participants made
their arguments resounding with their extraordinary oratory skills. There were so many
notable points presented by each team. The competition was an enthralling experience for the
speakers as well as audience.
The rebuttal sessions made the debate even more interesting and entertaining. Krishna
Ahluwalia of VIII MSH (Tagore House) and Niamat Kaur of VIII SVK (Teresa House) were
declared the best speakers. Tagore House was placed first followed by Teresa and Tolstoy
House respectively.

pMjwbI kivqw aucwrn pRqIXogqw
“vwrqk qoN pihlW jnmI, CMd qy AlMkwrW nwl iSMgwrI hY,
Awp-muhwry Pu`tdI kivqw, swnUM bhuq ipAwrI hY[
b`icAW duAwrw jo, vlvilAW qy jzibAW nwl aucwrI hY,
ijsdw hr bol su`cw hr&, mW-bolI dy pYVW dI svwrI hY[”
kivqw swihq dw Aijhw rUp hY ijs AMdr nYxW iv`c supny,
idlW iv`c ASIrIAW qy Sbd icMnHW dy nwl-nwl BwvnwvW dI
ivAwiKAw qy pRblqw huMdI hY[31 julweI, 2021 nMU pMjwbI
kivqw aucwrn pRqIXogqw bhuq hI mnorMjk FMg nwl
AwnlweIn krvweI geI, ijs iv`c swry ividAwrQIAW ny pUry
joS qy auqSwh nwl Bwg hI nhIN ilAw sgoN kwivk lihjy iv`c
lYA, AlMkwrW nUM iDAwn iv`c r`Kdy hoey bhuq hI vDIAw AMdwz
iv`c kivqw aucwrn sroiqAW dy swhmxy kIqw[ies pRqIXogqw
dy m`uK-mihmwn siqkwrXog "SRImqI rwjvMq kOr" ny vI
ividAwrQIAW dy lYA-BrpUr kivqw gwien dI pRsMSw kIqI qy
aunHW dw hOslw vDwieAw [ies pRkwr ieh pRqIXogqw
s&lqwpUrvk, mnorMjk qy joS BrI rhI[

FANCY DRESS COMPETITION

Scholastic and co – scholastic activities have an equal importance in a healthy
school programme for the all-round development of the child. Keeping this in view, an
Online Fancy Dress Competition for the students of Year III, IV and V was held on 21st
August, 2021. The themes were famous characters from fairy tales, Disney movies,
Harry Potter, famous personalities from History, Nature, Professions, etc.
The students participated with great zeal and enthusiasm, which proved the fact
that life's too short to wear boring clothes. The participants emailed their respective one
minute solo videos which were judged on the basis of character portrayed, creativity and
presentation skills. For most of them, it was their “dream come true” moment, wherein
they got the chance to portray their favourite character. The event added a lot of sparkle
in the children's confined life during this unprecedented pandemic times and it was a huge
success.

NCC ACTIVITY ON INDEPENDENCE DAY

Others might have forgotten, But never can I, the flag of my country, flies very high.
Keeping the spirit of Independence Day alive, we tried to maintain the same energy
this time through the virtual medium. The great freedom fighters were paid due homage by
the students reciting poems and speeches in their honour.
This was further taken up by the students who made elegant and colourful posters
for the occasion. Finally, all rose to recite the national anthem together with complete
devotion.
-Harmannat Kaur Khaira (IX SS)

TREE PLANTATION
When one plants a tree, they plant themselves too.
Every root is an anchor over which one rests with
grateful interests, and becomes sufficiently calm to feel
th
the joy of living. On 28 August, 2021, the students of
the British Co-Ed High School actively participated in a
tree plantation drive. The NSS volunteers and the NCC
cadets were provided with plant saplings to be planted
in a field, in front of the high school. Many saplings
were planted with the joint efforts of teachers as well
as students. Hence, making our environment a
healthier place to live in. Our school has taken such
initiatives several times over the years in an attempt to
make our surroundings cleaner, greener and also to
spread awareness among students about the
importance of trees as rightly said, “He who plants a
tree, plants a hope for a better tomorrow.”
-Nikhil Partap Singh Dhillon (XII VD)

RESULT 2020-21

Our students once again proved their
mettle by excelling in both ISC (Class XII) and
ICSE (Class X) results. Khushi Garg from the
Humanities stream topped class XII ISC
Examination with 98.5% followed by
Lovepreet Kaur with 98% and Arshdeep
Singh with 97.5%. Krish Kataria from the
Commerce stream with 97.25%.
In the Class X ICSE Examination, Riya
Dhiman topped with 98.4% followed by
Anna Narang, Sayuj Gupta with 98.2% and

FAREWELL, 2021

Abhitej Bhullar, Sajal Goel with 97.8%.
Students in ISC as well as ICSE gave
an outstanding performance with many of
them scoring 100% marks in Sociology,
Psychology, Accounts and Physical
Education, Social Sciences, Mathematics,
Computer Applications, Physical Education
and Biology.
50% of both ISC and ICSE students
scored above 90% marks.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

The SFHS MUN (23rd July- 25th July)
commenced with the arrival of the chief
guest, MR. HARISH SALVE, the former
solicitor general of India. He gave us a very
motivational speech about the importance of
pursuing our dreams to succeed which really
invigorated each and every student present
there.
All students were allotted different
countries under different committees of the
MUN. I was appointed as the delegate of
Kenya in the INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC
ENERGY AGENCY (IAEA). This is an
advisory body of the UN where all of us
delegates, by common consent, had to
prepare a press release for our committee's
agenda IAEA'S NUCLEAR SECURITY PLAN
2022-2025.
We also received the chance to ask
questions through the moderating committee
which were answered by the Bollywood
celebrity, Mr. Sonu Sood and the nationally
recognized news reporter Ms. Shweta Singh.

Through this competitive virtual
programme, I gained a remarkable
experience of the MUNs and am
definitely looking forward to more such
opportunities. To participate in this
committee, I had to do vast research
about the IAEA, Kenya, nuclear power
and the foreign policies of different
nation-states which definitely increased
my knowledge about this field and will
prove to be helpful in the future.
After this noteworthy event, I
definitely feel more confident about my
public speaking skills and would like to
thank the school for providing us with
such a great opportunity.
- Urvi Gandhi (XI KCB)

C.O.D.E HACKATHON
The British Co-Ed High School
participated in the second edition of
SFHS C.O.D.E Hack, a virtual
hackathon, which was conducted
st
st
from 31 July to 1 August, 2021. It
provided the participants an
opportunity to enhance their
leadership skills, analytical abilities,
and creative thinking. For high
school students, the participating
teams or individuals were given a
theme and they were required to
submit a working project with real
world application. For middle school,
students were given a theme and
they had to build a game using
Scratch or code.org. The students
participated enthusiastically in side
events like speed coding, digital art,
and decryption puzzles, etc.

AFS WORKSHOPS
FOR STUDENTS

FOR EDUCATORS

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS

TRANSCENDING ALL INTERCULTURAL BARRIERS

Our school organized an AFS Virtual
Effect+ Workshop for us, which was held on
27th and 29th July, after school hours. It was an
interactive workshop hosted by Ms. Sarita
Bhadwar in the presence of our school's AFS
coordinator Ms. Shalu Seth. Through these
communicative sessions, we learned about
the Sustainable Development Goals of the
UN. We were taught about the importance of
the change-makers in our society and how
each and every individual could become one.
We also interacted with Ms. Suyashi Dwivedi,
who is the founder of the organization- 'Free
Pustakalaya' and a well-known changemaker
of society. She is an example for youngsters
like us, that we need to be the change we
want to see in the world.
Later in the workshop, we shared our
point of view about different social problems
of society, from problems like the orthodox
mindsets of people pertaining to lack of peace,
justice and strong institutions in the world. We
discussed what changes we could currently
make at the grassroot level to create an impact
and a better world that is safer and just. We
also participated in quizzes and activities
organized by Sarita ma'am to widen our
horizons about the UNSDGs. After the
workshop, we worked on the tasks assigned to
us and submitted them on time. This workshop
proved to be a very enlightening and insightful
experience. We are looking forward to having
more such opportunities that will help us open
our eyes towards a world, we are yet to
discover.
- Urvi Gandhi and Soham Kumar

The teachers of our school attended a 3 day AFS
- Educators Workshop (Virtual Pathway and Effect +
Training Workshop) on 26th, 28th and 30th July, 2021. The
Workshop was conducted by Sarita Badhwar, the
acclaimed Consultant, Intercultural Learning AFS
INTERCULTURAL PROGRAMS INDIA.
Ms. Sarita gave us an expansive overview of how
important it is to understand and appreciate the vast
chasm between the different cultures all over the world.
As teachers, we need to be highly flexible and
compassionate towards our students to make our Inter
cultural classrooms more meaningful and fruitful. She
explained to us in great detail 'The Iceberg Model'; a
concept that really revolutionized the way we
undertook our daily lessons. She enlightened us about
the Hofstede's Cultural Dimensions and Natural Culture
Scores, making us pause and give thought to the varying
ratios all over the world. We were made aware of the
PDI (Power Distance Index), the UAI (Uncertainty
avoidance), the IDV (Individualism), the LTO (Long term
outlook), etc. Each and every country / culture
exhibited a certain pattern as per their traditions and
beliefs and that, needed to be respected by all.
We were also made to do a Case Study on a U.S.
American teenager whose family had recently relocated to Japan. Understanding her dilemma and
frustration in a new alien country made the point even
clearer to all the teachers.
All in all, this 3-day workshop was an eyeopener for all of us and gave us a very meaningful
didactic lesson. As teachers we should transcend all
Intercultural barriers, appreciate and respect each
other's cultural differences and most importantly, help
all our students become Good Global citizens of this
world.
- Deepti Sharma

COOKING COMPETITION

Cooking is fun and healthy eating can only be practised if one knows how to cook healthy.
Keeping the same in view, the Online Cooking Competition for the children of Year VI to XII,
th
in different categories was held on 10 September, 2021.
This event was organized to provide a platform for our students to foster their creativity and
discover new areas of interests.
Amongst many dishes which were presented in an artistic and aesthetic style Stuffed
Cucumber Bhel, Vegetable Caldine and Black Magic Cake were the best of all.
This Competition provided a competitive twist to the students to demonstrate their culinary
skills which helped them to explore their hidden talents.

GK QUIZ

The General Knowledge Quiz for classes IX
to XII, held on 4th September, 2021, was a
great success. It was conducted in two
rounds: the first round was a written test and
the second round was an oral round. The
second round had four sections wherein the
participants were tested on current affairs,
entertainment, sports and science.
Participants enjoyed and answered the
questions with zeal and vivacity. Riya
Dhiman was declared the winner.
- Riya Dhiman (XI KCB)

BACK TO SCHOOL

